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Multiscale ﬂuctuation dispersion entropy (MFDE) has been proposed to measure the dynamic features of complex signals
recently. Compared with multiscale sample entropy (MSE) and multiscale fuzzy entropy (MFE), MFDE has higher calculation
eﬃciency and better performance to extract fault features. However, when conducting multiscale analysis, as the scale factor
increases, MFDE will become unstable. To solve this problem, reﬁned composite multiscale ﬂuctuation dispersion entropy
(RCMFDE) is proposed and used to improve the stability of MFDE. And a new fault diagnosis method for hydraulic pumps using
particle swarm optimization variational mode decomposition (PSO-VMD) and RCMFDE is proposed in this paper. Firstly, PSOVMD is adopted to process the original vibration signals of hydraulic pumps, and the appropriate components are selected and
reconstructed to get the denoised vibration signals. Then, RCMFDE is adopted to extract fault information. Finally, particle swarm
optimization support vector machine (PSO-SVM) is adopted to distinguish diﬀerent work states of hydraulic pumps. The
experiments prove that the proposed method has higher fault recognition accuracy in comparison with MSE, MFE, and MFDE.

1. Introduction
Hydraulic pumps are the core components of the entire hydraulic system, which are known as the “heart” of the hydraulic
system. They are typical high-speed rotating machines which
are often in a state of high speed and high load, so they are more
to be out of order than other construction machines. The faults
of hydraulic pumps will aﬀect the work of the entire hydraulic
system and even cause huge economic losses and casualties.
Therefore, the research of hydraulic pumps fault diagnosis has
very important practical signiﬁcance [1–4].
Analyzing vibration signals of mechanical equipment is a
common method for fault diagnosis [5, 6]. The failure
mechanism of hydraulic pumps is complex and the fault
features of vibration signals are weak. Traditional linear signal
processing methods are diﬃcult to extract the fault information eﬀectively [7]. Many nonlinear signal processing
methods such as empirical mode decomposition (EMD) [8],
wavelet analysis [9], and local mean decomposition (LMD)
[10] have defects such as terminal eﬀect and mode mixing, so
there is still a large space for improvement.

Variational mode decomposition (VMD) [11] is a new
signal processing method, which is adopted to decompose
the original signals into a speciﬁc number of intrinsic mode
functions (IMFs). This method avoids terminal eﬀect and
has higher calculation eﬃciency, so it has attracted the attention of many scholars. Zan [12] applied VMD to decompose bearing vibration signals to identify diﬀerent
bearing faults, while Song [13] combined VMD and multiscale entropy method to complete fault diagnosis of
gearboxes, and they all achieved good results. However, the
two core parameters of VMD, the penalty factor α and the
number of IMFK, need to be set artiﬁcially. If not selected
properly, there may be defects such as mode mixing. In order
to overcome this shortcoming, we try to adopt appropriate
optimization algorithm to select the best parameters of
VMD. Commonly applied optimization algorithms include
genetic algorithm (GA) [14], ant colony optimization (ACO)
[15], and particle swarm optimization (PSO) [16], where
particle swarm optimization is the most diﬀusely applied. So,
we decide to employ PSO to optimizeαandK to get the best
combination of parameters. PSO-VMD is employed to
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process the original vibration signals of hydraulic pumps
and the IMF components containing abundant fault information are screened for reconstruction to get denoised
vibration signals of hydraulic pumps. These signals have less
noise pollution and are more conducive to fault diagnosis of
hydraulic pumps.
Entropy is a good method to detect the stability of
complex signals. The commonly used entropy includes
sample entropy (SE) [17, 18], permutation entropy (PE)
[19, 20], and fuzzy entropy (FE) [21, 22]. Since single-scale
analysis does not consider the inherent time ﬂuctuations of
complex signals, based on multiscale entropy (MSE) theory
[23], SE, PE, and FE are upgraded to multiscale sample
entropy (MSE) [24], multiscale permutation entropy (MPE)
[25], and multiscale fuzzy entropy (MFE) [26]. However, the
calculation eﬃciency of SE is low, and it is unstable when
dealing with short time series [27]. PE does not consider the
inﬂuence of the amplitude diﬀerence of a given signal, and it
is sensitive to noise [28]. FE is more stable than SE [29], but
its calculation eﬃciency is also low. In order to address the
above problems, Rostaghi and Azami proposed a new
method called dispersion entropy (DE) [30], while it is more
stable and has higher computation eﬃciency. On the basis of
DE, consider the ﬂuctuation of signals and ﬂuctuation
dispersion entropy (FDE) [31] were proposed and carried
out multiscale expansion to obtain multiscale ﬂuctuation
dispersion entropy (MFDE) [32].
However, the traditional coarse-graining method does
not consider the relationship between each coarse-grained
time series, and as the scale factor increases, the entropy
values will become unstable [33]. Gan et al. [34] proposed
composite multiscale ﬂuctuation dispersion entropy
(CMFDE), proving that the sliding coarse-graining method
can improve the stability of MFDE. Inspired by this, reﬁned
composite multiscale ﬂuctuation dispersion entropy
(RCMFDE) is proposed. It should be noted that the principles of RCMFDE and CMFDE are basically similar, with
the same coarse-graining method. The diﬀerence of them is
the calculation of entropy. RCMFDE adopts the reﬁned
composite method to calculate the result of entropy, while
CMFDE calculates the mean entropy values of diﬀerent
coarse-grained time series as the ﬁnal result. In the rest of
this article, RCMFDE, CMFDE, and MFDE are compared.
Combining PSO-VMD and RCMFDE, a novel fault
diagnosis method of hydraulic pumps based on PSO-VMD,
RCMFDE, and PSO-SVM is proposed. First, PSO-VMD is
adopted to process the original vibration signals of hydraulic
pumps, and the sensitive IMFs are ﬁltered out through the
correlation coeﬃcient method for reconstruction to obtain
the denoised vibration signals, then the fault features are
extracted by RCMFDE, and ﬁnally the fault feature vectors
are input into PSO-SVM to complete the fault diagnosis of
hydraulic pumps. PSO-VMD can eﬀectively remove the
impact of noise and highlight the fault features. RCMFDE is
more stable and has a stronger ability to extract fault features
in comparison with MFDE, MSE, and MFE. And SVM is a
powerful supervised machine learning method with good
generalization ability, which possesses obvious advantages in
dealing with small sample classiﬁcation problems [35, 36].
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Based on the excellent performance of the above methods,
the method proposed can accurately distinguish diﬀerent
work states of hydraulic pumps. The experiments show that
the proposed method has higher fault recognition accuracy
in comparison with MSE, MFE, and MFDE.
In conclusion, the core innovation of this paper is the
application of entropy theory in the ﬁeld of fault diagnosis.
RCMFDE is proposed and applied to hydraulic pump fault
diagnosis; meanwhile, optimized VMD is proposed to
preprocess vibration signals so as to highlight fault features.
The rest structure of this paper is as follows. Sections 2 and 3
mainly explain the principle of PSO-VMD and RCMFDE.
Section 4 mainly explains the proposed method in detail.
Then, the superiority of this method is reﬂected through
experiments in Section 5. Conclusions are summarized in
Section 6.

2. PSO-VMD
2.1. VMD. VMD is a novel signal processing method, which
is adopted to decompose the original signal into several
IMFs. In this section, we brieﬂy summarize the steps of
VMD algorithm. The detailed principle of VMD is shown in
[11].
The core idea of VMD is to address the following
constrained optimization problem:
⎨ ��
⎧
j
min ⎩  ��zt σ(t) +  ∗ uk (t) ∗ e−
πt
{uk },{ωk } k

�

2
jωk t �
��2 ,

(1)

where uk is each IMF; ωk is the center frequency of each IMF;
and δ(t)is the unit pulse signal.
In order to solve the constraint problem, a quadratic
penalty term α and Lagrangian multipliers λ are introduced
to obtain the unconstrained optimization model shown in
equation (2). The saddle point of equations (2) is found by
n+1
n+1
alternately updating un+1
, which is the optimal
k , ωk , andλ
solution of the unconstrained optimization model:
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The optimal solution is
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2.2. PSO-VMD. The eﬀect of VMD is greatly aﬀected by K
(the number of IMF) and α. They need to be set in advance
when decomposing signals. The traditional method is to
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observe the change of center frequency of each IMF component when k values diﬀerent degrees. If components with
similar frequencies appear, the last K is taken. This method is
too subjectively aﬀected to apply in operation. PSO is a
widely applied optimization algorithm [16], which has good
global search capabilities. Therefore, this paper employs PSO
to optimize K and α of VMD to access the best combination
of parameters.
PSO-VMD algorithm needs to determine a ﬁtness
function, calculate the corresponding ﬁtness value when the
particle position is updated, and update it by comparing the
ﬁtness value of old and new particles. It can be seen from the
above that entropy can well reﬂect the dynamic features of
complex time series. PE is sensitive to noise, and the higher
the PE value, the higher the noise content of the component,
while the smaller it indicates that the component contains
more fault information. Therefore, the mean permutation
entropy (MPE) is taken as the ﬁtness function in this paper.
Each particle represents a combination of K and α, and
calculate the mean PE value of K IMFs obtained by origin
signals after VMD decomposition. The minimum mean
permutation entropy (MMPE) of all particles is the ﬁtness
value. By iteratively updating the particles to update the
ﬁtness value, the global best ﬁtness value can be obtained,
and the corresponding K and α is the best combination of
Kand α. Figure 1 shows the ﬂow chart of PSO-VMD and the
steps can be summarized as follows:
(1) Set the initial parameters of PSO algorithm and take
[K α] as the particle position to generate the initial
population
(2) Calculate the MPE corresponding to the particle
positions of the initial population and obtain the
MMPE as the ﬁtness value
(3) Update particles and calculate the MPE corresponding to each particle after update
(4) Compare and update the ﬁtness value
(5) Iterative loop and output the best [K α]

3. RCMFDE
3.1. FDE. For the nonlinear time series X � x1 , x2 , . . . , xN ,
the detailed calculation steps of FDE algorithm are as
follows:
(1) xi (i � 1, 2 . . . N) is mapped to some integer from 1 to
c by equations (5) and (6):
xi
1
yi � √���  e(− (t−
σ 2π − ∞

μ)2 /2σ 2 )

dt,

(5)

Set up the parameters of PSO and
generate initial population

VMD decomposition, calculate the APE value
of every particle to get the MAPE

Update position and velocity of
particles

VMD decomposition, calculate APE

No
APE < MAPE?

Yes

MAPE = APE

No

Meet the maximum
number of iterations?

Yes
Output the best K
and α

Figure 1: Flow chart of PSO-VMD.

Zm.λ.c
� zj , zj+λ , . . . , z(j+(m− 1)λ) ,
j

where m is the embedding dimension and λ is the
time delay.
(3) Transform Zm,λ,c to Qm,λ,c by
� zj+λ − zj + c, . . . , zj+(m− 1)λ − zj+(m− 2)λ + c.(8)
Qm.λ.c
j
Each time series Qm,λ,c has its corresponding ﬂuctuation dispersion pattern πv0 v1 ...vm− 2 (1 ≤ v ≤ 2c − 1) and
m,λ,c
m,λ,c
Qm,λ,c
j,1 � v0 , Qj,2 � v1 , . . . , Qj,m− 1 � vm− 2 . The probability of each pattern can be calculated by

where μ is expectation and σ 2 is variance, and
zi � R c · yi + 0.5

(6)

where c is an integer and R is the rounding function.
(2) The time series Z is reconstructed as follows:

(7)

j � [1, 2 . . . N − (m − 1)λ],

pπv0 v1 ...vm− 2  �

Numbeπv0 v1 ...vm− 2 
N − (m − 1)λ

,

(9)

where Numbe (π v0 v1 ...vm− 2 ) is the number of ﬂuctuation dispersion patterns πv0 v1 ...vm− 2 .
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Figure 2: Two diﬀerent coarse-graining methods. (a) The traditional coarse-graining method when τ � 2. (b) The sliding coarse-graining
method when τ � 2.
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Figure 3: Comparison of RCMFDE, CMFDE, and MFDE. (a) Mean value and SD of WGN and l/f noise using diﬀerent methods. (b)CV of
WGN and l/f noise using diﬀerent methods.

(4) FDE is calculated by
(2c− 1)m− 1

FDE(X, m, c, λ) � −


π�1

pπv0 v1 ...vm− 2 ln pπv0 v1 ...vm− 2 . (10)

3.2. MFDE and RCMFDE
(1) For X � x1 , x2 , . . . , xN , use equation (11) to
coarse-graining it to get the processed time
seriesU � u1 , u2 , . . . , u(N/τ) . Figure 2(a) shows the
coarse-graining process:

uj �

1
τ

jτ



xi ,

(11)

i�(j− 1)τ+1

where τ is scale factor.
(2) By calculating the FDE value of time series U under
the same parameters, the FDE values under diﬀerent
scale factors can be obtained.
The above coarse-graining method is currently the
most commonly used data processing method for
multiscale entropy. As shown in Figure 2, this method
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Vibration signal after
noise reduction

Fault feature extraction
Select samples
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RCMFDE of 20 scale factors

Fault types identiﬁcation
Output of PSO-SVM
Input training samples
Input testing samples
Output the classiﬁcation results

Figure 4: Flow chart of the proposed method.

does not take into account the relationship between
the elements such as x2 and x3 , x4 and x5 , so it cannot
guarantee maximum utilization of original time series
data. And as τ increases, the coarse-grained time
series gradually shortens, prone to unstable entropy,
so this paper uses sliding coarse-graining data

processing method to replace traditional coarsegraining method to calculate FDE values at diﬀerent
scales, which is called reﬁned composite multiscale
ﬂuctuation dispersion entropy(RCMFDE).
(1) For X � x1 , x2 , . . . , xN , the nth coarse-grained
time series is obtained by
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Figure 5: The experiment device. (a) The experiment platform of hydraulic pump. (b) Hydraulic pump and test device.

pk,n

1
�
τ

n+kτ− 1



xi , 1 < n < τ, 1 < k < N/τ,

(12)

i�n+τ(k− 1)

where τ is the scale factor.
(2) RCMDE is calculated by
(2c− 1)m− 1

RCMFDE (X, m, c, λ, τ) � −


π�1

pπv0 v1 ...vm− 2 ln p

(13)

· πv0 v1 ...vm− 2 ,

where p(πv0 v1 ...vm− 2 ) is the mean frequency of the same
dispersion patterns in each coarse-grained time series.
The sliding coarse-graining processing method comprehensively considers all elements in original time series,
avoids information omission in traditional coarse-graining
processing method, and thus has better performance.
Therefore, this paper adopts RCMFDE to extract fault
feature information of hydraulic pumps.
3.3. Parameters of RCMFDE. The main parameters of
RCMFDE are the embedding dimension m, the number of
classes c, and the time delayλ. According to the principle of
FDE, if m � 1, the amplitude diﬀerence between adjacent
elements cannot be measured, som > 1. However, excessively
large m will reduce the computational eﬃciency. If c is too
small, some elements with huge amplitude diﬀerences will not
be well distinguished. If c is too large, the subtle amplitude
diﬀerences may lead to diﬀerent classiﬁcations. λ has little
eﬀect on entropy value, which is usually 1 [32, 37]. m � 2or 3
and 4 < c < 8are suggested in [30]. This paper is inspired by the
parameters setting in [30, 31, 34, 37] when using DE and its
improved forms to process noise simulation signals, biomedical signals, and rotating machinery vibration signals,
respectively, and set c � 6, m � 2, and λ � 1 ﬁnally.
3.4. Comparison of RCMFDE, CMFDE, and MFDE. In order
to compare the performance of RCMFDE, CMFDE, and
MFDE, simulation noise signals are adopted for experiments,
in which CMFDE, MFDE, and RCMFDE have the same
parameters, where c � 6, m � 2, and λ � 1.Fifty groups of

white noise and 1/f noise signals are selected. The length of
simulation noise signals is 2048. Figure 3 shows the simulation experiment results.
It is observed from Figure 3(a) that, with the increase of
scale factor, the entropy value of white noise gradually
decreases while the entropy value of 1/f noise is basically
unchanged. The reasons are that 1/f noise is more complicated than white noise owing to the long-range correlation properties, while the structure of white noise is simple
and the main information is concentrated in the low-scale
range [37]. As shown in Figure 3(a), the SDs of the RCMFDE
curve and the CMFDE curve is signiﬁcantly smaller than that
of MFDE, indicating that sliding coarse-graining method is
more stable than the traditional coarse-graining method.
From Figure 3(b), we can see that the CVs (coeﬃcients of
variation) of MFDE is the largest for both white noise and 1/f
noise. For white noise, the CVs of RCMFDE is signiﬁcantly
smaller than that of CMFDE, while for noise, the CVs of the
two methods is very close. However, careful observation
shows that the CVs of RCMFDE is still slightly smaller than
that of CMFDE in most scales. Overall, RCMFDE and
CMFDE perform better than MFDE.

4. PSO-VMD and RCMFDE-Based Fault
Diagnosis Method of Hydraulic Pumps
In order to accurately distinguish diﬀerent fault states of
hydraulic pumps, this paper proposes a fault diagnosis
method of hydraulic pumps using PSO-VMD and
RCMFDE. Figure 4 shows the ﬂow chart of this method. It
can be seen that this method is mainly divided into three
parts. Firstly, PSO-VMD is adopted to remove the noise of
origin vibration signals of hydraulic pumps. Secondly,
RCMFDE is adopted to extract fault information. Finally,
based on the obtained fault information, PSO-SVM is
adopted to distinguish diﬀerent work status of hydraulic
pumps. The steps of this method can be summarized as
follows:
Step 1: PSO-VMD is adopted to decompose collected
vibration signals of hydraulic pumps, and sensitive IMF
components are reconstructed according to correlation
coeﬃcient method to enhance the fault features and
obtain vibration signals after noise reduction.
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Figure 6: The fault types of plungers. (a) Plunger loose slipper. (b) Piston shoe wear.
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Figure 7: Time domain waveforms of original vibration signals. (a) Normal working state. (b) Single plunger loose slipper. (c) Double
plungers loose slipper. (d) Piston shoe wear.
Table 1: Parameters of PSO-VMD.
G
10

N
10

c1
1.5

c2
1.5

w
0.5

K
[3 12]

α
[50 5000]
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Figure 8: Fitness value curve.
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Figure 9: PSO-VMD decomposition.

Table 2: Correlation coeﬃcients.
IMF
Correlation coeﬃcient

1
0.1232

2
0.1873

3
0.4628

4
0.3893

5
0.3167

6
0.4626

7
0.3734

8
0.3742

Average
0.3362
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Table 3: Optimum combination of parameters.
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Figure 10: Time domain waveforms of denoised vibration signals. (a) Normal working state. (b) Single plunger loose slipper. (c) Double
plungers loose slipper. (d) Piston shoe wear.

Step 2: take M samples of vibration signals after noise
reduction in each state and calculate the corresponding
RCMFDE values as the fault feature vectors. In each state,
fault feature vectors of m samples are randomly selected as
training samples, and fault feature vectors of the remaining
M − m samples are used as testing samples.
Step 3: all training samples are input into PSO-SVM for
training.
Step 4: all testing samples are input into the fault
classiﬁer after training to identify, and complete hydraulic pumps fault identiﬁcation.

In the experiment, loose slipper plunger and slipper wear
plunger were used to replace the normal plunger to simulate
hydraulic pump faults. The plungers were shown in Figure 6.
Use the 603C01 piezoelectricity acceleration sensor installed on
the end cover of the hydraulic pump to collect the vibration
signals of the hydraulic pump in diﬀerent states. The sampling
frequency was 20 kHz. During the experiment, the pressure of
the main overﬂow valve was 10 MPa. The vibration signals of
normal state (N), single plunger loose slipper (S), double
plungers loose slipper (D), and piston shoes wear (P) of the
hydraulic pump were collected. Figure 7 shows the signal
waveforms.

5. Experimental Validation
5.1. Vibration Signal Collection. The hydraulic pump vibration signals were collected by the hydraulic pump experiment
platform. The model type of hydraulic pump in the experiment
was SY-10MCY14-1EL. Figure 5 shows the experiment device.

5.2. Vibration Signal Noise Reduction Processing. Using PSOVMD and correlation coeﬃcient method to remove the
impact of noise, the speciﬁc steps are as follows:
(1) Use PSO to optimize VMD to get the best [K, α]
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Figure 11: RCMFDE, CMFDE, and MFDE of four kinds states of the hydraulic pump.

(2) Calculate the correlation coeﬃcients between the
original signal and each IMF components, and
calculate the mean value as the threshold values
(3) Filter out and reconstruct the IMF components
whose correlation coeﬃcient is greater than the
threshold to obtain the vibration signal after noise
reduction
This paper takes the vibration signal of piston shoe wear
(S) as an example. First, PSO is used to optimize VMD to get
the best [K, α]. The parameters of PSO-VMD are shown in
Table 1, where G is the iteration number and N is the particle
number. Figure 8 shows the ﬁtness curve. It can be seen that
the MMPE value appears when the number of iterations is 6,
and the corresponding [K, α] is [8, 4655], which is the best
[K, α]. The waveform of S vibration signal after decomposition is shown in Figure 9, and the correlation coeﬃcients
are calculated separately and shown in Table 2. Obviously,
the correlation coeﬃcients of IMF3, IMF4, IMF6, IMF7, and
IMF8 are bigger than the threshold, indicating that they
contain more main features of the original signal. Therefore,
they can be reconstructed as sensitive IMF components to

obtain the vibration signal after noise reduction. By using the
same method, the denoised vibration signals of the other
three states of the hydraulic pump can be obtained, respectively. Table 3 shows the corresponding [K, α], and
Figure 10 shows the waveforms.
5.3. Fault Diagnosis for Hydraulic Pumps. After obtaining the
denoised vibration signals, 50 samples are selected for each
state, and the sample length is 2048 points. There are total
200 samples (50 samples × 4 fault types). RCMFDE,
CMFDE, and MFDE of 20 scale factors for each sample are
calculated, and the corresponding results are shown in
Figure 11. Obviously, the SDs of RCMFDE and CMFDE are
smaller than MFDE, indicating that RCMFDE and CMFDE
are more stable, but direct observation of the curves still does
not distinguish the four states well.
To accurately distinguish diﬀerent work states, the
RCMFDE of all samples are calculated. For each state, 30
groups of samples are randomly selected for training and
another 20 groups are as testing samples. Input the fault
feature vectors of 120 training samples into the PSO-SVM
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Table 4: Parameters of PSO-SVM.
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Table 6: The accuracy of diﬀerent methods.

Table 5: Parameters of diﬀerent methods.
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Figure 13: Classiﬁcation accuracy of diﬀerent methods.

Figure 12: Outputs of testing samples.

Embedding
dimension
Time delay
Classes
Threshold
Fuzzy
parameter
Largest scale
factor

10

20

20

classiﬁer for training. The labels corresponding to the four
states of N, S, D, and P are 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. The
parameter settings of PSO-SVM are shown in Table 4, where
c and g are, respectively, penalty parameter and kernel
function of SVM. Then, the fault feature vectors of 80 testing
samples are input into PSO-SVM for recognition and
classiﬁcation. As shown in Figure 12, the method proposed
can well distinguish the four states of the hydraulic pump,
and the accuracy is 100%.
To compare the performance of diﬀerent methods,
CMFDE, MFDE, MDE, MFE, and MSE are adopted to
replace the RCMFDE for the hydraulic pump fault diagnosis.
Each method has been run 50 times. Table 5 shows the
parameters setting [24, 26]. The results are shown in Figure 13 and Table 6, where CPU time in Table 6 refers to the
time it takes to calculate the entropy of all samples. It can be
seen that the calculation eﬃciency and accuracy of MFDE
and MDE are obviously higher than those of MFE and MSE.
It veriﬁes the superiority of DE when compared with SE and

FE. Meanwhile, the calculation eﬃciency of RCMFDE and
CMFDE is basically the same and is lower than MFDE and
MDE, which can be interpreted as the coarse graining
processing and the entropy values calculation processing of
RCMFDE and CMFDE are more complicated, so it takes
more time. However, the accuracy of these two methods is
obviously higher, especially the proposed method. The accuracy of 50 test results is all 100%, which proves that this
method can well distinguish diﬀerent fault states of the
hydraulic pump.
To compare the eﬀect of fault identiﬁcation before and
after noise reduction, without PSO-VMD, multiscale entropy methods are adopted to directly extract fault information of the hydraulic pump. The sample processing
method is the same as previous. Figure 14 and Table 7 show
the ﬁnal results. We can see that without using PSO-VMD,
the accuracy of all methods decreases obviously, while
RCMFDE still has the highest accuracy, indicating that
RCMFDE has a stronger ability to extract fault features. The
comparison proves that PSO-VMD and the correlation
coeﬃcient method can highlight the fault characteristics and
have a good noise reduction eﬀect.
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Table 7: The accuracy of diﬀerent methods without PSO-VMD.
Diﬀerent methods
RCMFDE
CMFDE
MFDE
MDE
MFE
MSE

Classiﬁcation accuracy (%)
Max
Min
Mean
98.75
91.25
95.33
97.5
90
95.25
97.5
90
92.90
95
90
92.53
93.75
86.25
90.03
93.75
83.75
89.25

6. Conclusions
In order to accurately and eﬃciently identify diﬀerent fault
states of hydraulic pumps to prevent the occurrence of safety
accidents. This paper proposes a new method for hydraulic
pumps fault diagnosis based on PSO-VMD and RCMFDE.
Experimental analysis proves the great performance of the
proposed method. The main work and innovations of this
article are as follows:
(1) The coarse-graining method of MFDE is improved
and RCMFDE is proposed, which has better fault
features extraction ability and stability.
(2) PSO is used to optimize VMD, which solves the
defect that the parameters need to be set manually.
(3) Combining PSO-VMD and RCMFDE, a new hydraulic pump fault diagnosis method is proposed.
Experimental analysis shows that this method has
the best fault diagnosis capability compared with
other methods.
In the future, we will further study the entropy theory
and try to apply similar methods to fault diagnosis of other
mechanical equipment such as planetary gearboxes and
rolling bearings, so as to expand the application scope of
similar methods.
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